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DNA topoisomerase IIα (TopoIIα) is an essential chromosome-associated enzyme with activity implicated in the resolution of tangled DNA at centromeres before anaphase onset. However, the regulatory mechanism of TopoIIα activity is not understood. Here, we show that PIASy-mediated small ubiquitin-like modifier 2/3 (SUMO2/3) modification of TopoIIα strongly inhibits TopoIIα decatenation activity. Using mass spectrometry and biochemical analysis, we demonstrate that TopoIIα is SUMOylated at lysine 660 (Lys660), a residue located in the DNA gate domain, where both DNA cleavage and religation take place. Remarkably, loss of SUMOylation on Lys660 eliminates SUMOylation-dependent inhibition of TopoIIα, which indicates that Lys660 SUMOylation is critical for PIASy-mediated inhibition of TopoIIα activity. Together, our findings provide evidence for the regulation of TopoIIα activity on mitotic chromosomes by SUMOylation. Therefore, we propose a novel mechanism for regulation of centromeric DNA catenation during mitosis by PIASy-mediated SUMOylation of TopoIIα.

Introduction

Resolution of sister chromatid cohesion is a fundamental process required for faithful chromosome segregation. Together with cohesin-mediated cohesion, DNA catenation maintains chromosome cohesion in the early stages of mitosis (Díaz-Martínez et al., 2008; Yanagida, 2009). By the onset of anaphase, however, the cohesin complex is removed by separase through anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C)-dependent ubiquitination and degradation of securin, and the catenation of centromeric DNA is resolved by the action of a specialized enzyme called DNA topoisomerase IIα (TopoIIα; Porter and Farr, 2004; Lee and Bachant, 2009). Several early studies showed that TopoIIα relocates from chromosome arms to the centromere during mitosis (Gorbsky, 1994; Ishida et al., 1994; Tavormina et al., 2002), and further studies using self-primer in situ labeling revealed that catalytically active TopoIIα accumulates primarily at the centromere (Andersen et al., 2002). In addition, recent studies have shown that ultrafine bridges originating from tangled DNA in metaphase chromosomes were resolved by TopoIIα activity after removal of the cohesin complex (Wang et al., 2010), which indicates a role for TopoIIα activity in mitosis. This evidence strongly suggests tight regulation of TopoIIα activity in space and time. Although extensive biochemical studies have elucidated the molecular mechanism of TopoII family proteins’ enzymatic reactions (Schaeffer and Berger, 2008), how the catalytic activity of TopoIIα is regulated at the centromere in such a specific manner is unknown.

Studies examining the relationship between TopoIIα activity and posttranslational modification (PTM) have not clearly demonstrated that TopoIIα activity is regulated by PTM (Isaacs et al., 1998; Ishida et al., 2001). Yet, one PTM of TopoIIα, SUMOylation, has been suggested as a potential regulator of TopoIIα activity given that TopoIIα SUMOylation is mitosis specific and occurs near centromeres (Bachant et al., 2002). SUMO (small ubiquitin-like modifier) is a conserved ubiquitin family protein in eukaryotes (Johnson, 2004; Geiss-Friedlander and Melchior, 2007). Vertebrates typically express three SUMO paralogues designated as SUMO1, -2, and -3. SUMO2 and -3 are ~95% identical, whereas SUMO1 has ~45% identity with both SUMO2 and -3. (In this paper, we refer to SUMO2 and -3 © 2010 Ryu et al. This article is distributed under the terms of an Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike Alika-No Mirror Sites license for the first six months after the publication date (see http://www.rupress.org/terms). After six months it is available under a Creative Commons License (Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license, as described at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
as SUMO2/3 when they are indistinguishable.) SUMO proteins contain a C-terminal di-glycine motif that is exposed by a hydrolyase before a SUMOylation reaction of target proteins. The biochemical process of SUMOylation requires unique components but is somewhat similar to the ubiquitination pathway. First, SUMO proteins are activated by the E1 enzyme (Aos1/Uba2 heterodimer); then, they are transferred to the E2 enzyme (Ubc9) and finally conjugated to cellular substrates via an E3 ligase enzyme. Defects in the SUMOylation pathway have been found to cause faulty mitosis (Watts, 2007; Dasso, 2008), typically represented in most organisms by failure of proper chromosome segregation (Biggs et al., 2001; Hari et al., 2001; Nacerddine et al., 2005).

Siz1p and Siz2p, which are conserved eukaryotic SUMO E3 ligases, are responsible for the SUMOylation of TopoII in budding yeast, and the loss of Siz-mediated TopoII SUMOylation decreases chromosome transmission fidelity (Takahashi et al., 2006). Using a Xenopus egg extract (XEE) cell-free assay, we previously showed that PIASy, a member of the PIAS/Siz family of SUMO ligases, is an essential chromosomal component for promoting TopoIIα SUMO2/3 modification in vertebrates, and suggested a role for PIASy in chromosome segregation (Azuma et al., 2005). Moreover, studies using HeLa cells revealed that PIASy is required for faithful chromosomal separation, which is not dependent on centromeric cohesin but is related to TopoIIα localization at the centromere (Díaz-Martínez et al., 2006). Together, this evidence indicates that the PIAS/Siz family of E3 ligases has a conserved role in chromosome segregation in eukaryotes through regulation of TopoII SUMOylation. In contrast, studies using lysates from mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) that were deficient in RanBP2/Nup358, a SUMO E3 ligase that is also a component of the nuclear pore complex in vertebrates (Pichler et al., 2002), provided evidence that RanBP2 facilitates SUMOylation of TopoIIα through SUMO1 conjugation (Dawlaty et al., 2008). The discrepancy between these models remains to be examined.

For this paper, we established an in vitro SUMOylation assay using recombinant TopoIIα as substrate in order to elucidate the biochemical consequences of PIASy-mediated SUMO2/3 modification on TopoIIα activity. Consistent with our previous results using XEE assays (Azuma et al., 2005), we demonstrate that PIASy robustly facilitates SUMOylation of TopoIIα, and this modification is SUMO2/3 specific in vitro. We also observed that SUMOylated TopoIIα exhibits much less DNA decatenation activity, which indicates a potential mechanism for inhibition of TopoIIα activity by SUMOylation. Using mass spectrometric analysis of TopoIIα isolated from mitotic chromosomes, we identified lysine 660 (Lys660) as a novel SUMOylation site of TopoIIα. Further biochemical studies demonstrated that elimination of SUMOylation at Lys660 suppressed SUMOylation-dependent inhibition of TopoIIα activity, independent of other SUMOylation sites. Finally, we show that SUMOylation of Lys660 is stimulated by DNA binding of TopoIIα, which suggests that the enzymatically active TopoIIα might be a primary target of Lys660 SUMOylation.

Our findings strongly suggest that TopoIIα SUMOylation regulates decatenation of centromeric DNA. The colocalization of TopoIIα and PIASy at centromeres and the stimulation of inhibitory SUMOylation at Lys660 by DNA binding of TopoIIα further suggest that this novel regulation of TopoIIα activity is controlled spatiotemporally during mitosis. Therefore, we propose that the SUMO ligase PIASy catalyzes SUMO2/3 modification of TopoIIα that regulates TopoIIα activity during mitosis.

## Results

### PIASy promotes SUMO2/3 conjugation of TopoIIα in XEEs

We previously demonstrated, using an XEE cell-free assay, that TopoIIα is modified by SUMO2/3 in a PIASy-dependent manner (Azuma et al., 2005). More recently, studies in MEFs suggested that RanBP2 promotes SUMOylation of TopoIIα through SUMO1 conjugation (Dawlaty et al., 2008). To investigate whether RanBP2 has a role in SUMOylation of TopoIIα in XEE assays, we immunodepleted XEE of specific E3 enzymes (RanBP2, PIASy, or RanBP2/PIASy) and examined TopoIIα for alterations in SUMOylation. After immunodepletion of RanBP2 from XEE, SUMO2/3 modification was still intact in the chromosomal fractions (indicated by the bracket in Fig. 1 a). In contrast, no detectable TopoIIα SUMOylation was observed in the absence of PIASy (Fig. 1 a). The lack of SUMO1-modified proteins associated with mitotic chromosomes indicates that TopoIIα on mitotic chromosomes is exclusively modified by SUMO2/3 (Fig. 1 a).

We further analyzed PIASy-dependent SUMO2/3 modification of TopoIIα on mitotic chromosomes by immunofluorescence microscopy. Using EGFP-fused SUMO2 in XEE assays, we previously showed that SUMO2/3-modified proteins are localized on inner centromeric regions (Azuma et al., 2005). For the current study, we prepared an antibody to enable visualization of endogenous SUMO2/3 on chromosomes. Mitotic chromosomes prepared from replicated chromatin in XEE were fixed and immunostained using antibodies specific for TopoIIα, PIASy, and SUMO2/3 (Fig. 1 b). We observed that PIASy localizes to distinct foci on mitotic chromosomes, and these foci overlap with SUMO2/3 localization (Fig. 1 b). Because endogenous SUMO2/3 also colocalizes with an inner centromeric marker, Aurora B (Fig. S1), we concluded that PIASy displays centromeric localization. Finally, we verified the localization of TopoIIα using two different antibodies. Both antibodies revealed that TopoIIα is located throughout the chromosome axis, with clear accumulation at the centromeres of mitotic chromosomes as previously shown in other species (Fig. 1 b and Fig. S1; Gorbsky, 1994; Chang et al., 2003). Overall, the colocalization of TopoIIα and SUMO2/3 was clearly apparent at the centromeric regions but not in other parts of the chromosome, which suggests that SUMOylation of TopoIIα mainly occurs at the centromere and in proximity to PIASy (Fig. 1 b). The staining pattern of TopoIIα did not change after addition of dominant-negative Ubc9 (dnUbc9), which prevents SUMOylation, indicating that localization of TopoIIα was not altered by the perturbation of SUMOylation (Figs. 1 b and S1). Because we found no evidence for RanBP2 involvement in SUMO2/3 modification of TopoIIα in our assay system,
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SUMOylation of TopoII α in an in vitro assay. For these studies, all of the protein components required for SUMOylation were prepared as described in Materials and methods. For most in vitro SUMOylation reactions, we used 500 nM of T7-tagged TopoII α, 5 µM SUMO, and 15 nM E1 (Aos1/Uba2), and the SUMOylation was detected by Western blotting using the T7 tag.

Ubc9, a SUMO E2 conjugating enzyme, directly binds to its consensus sequence on substrates without E3 ligase (Bernier-Villamor et al., 2002; Geiss-Friedlander and Melchior, 2007), and, in fact, major SUMOylation sites of budding yeast TopoII were identified based on this consensus sequence (Bachant et al., 2002). Hence, we sought to identify whether SUMOylation of Xenopus laevis TopoII α is dependent on Ubc9. Purified X. laevis we focused our subsequent studies on PIASy-mediated SUMOylation.

PIASy promotes SUMO2/3 conjugation of TopoII α in reconstituted in vitro SUMOylation assays

We previously demonstrated the requirement of PIASy activity for SUMOylation of chromosomal TopoII α in XEE assays (Azuma et al., 2003). However, because of the extreme instability of the SUMOylation reaction, experimentally managing the state of SUMOylation in vivo was difficult, limiting the use of XEE assays for further investigations of TopoII α SUMOylation. Therefore, we next sought to examine the PIASy-dependent SUMOylation of TopoII α in an in vitro assay. For these studies, all of the protein components required for SUMOylation were prepared as described in Materials and methods. For most in vitro SUMOylation reactions, we used 500 nM of T7-tagged TopoII α, 5 µM SUMO, and 15 nM E1 (Aos1/Uba2), and the SUMOylation was detected by Western blotting using the T7 tag.

Ubc9, a SUMO E2 conjugating enzyme, directly binds to its consensus sequence on substrates without E3 ligase (Bernier-Villamor et al., 2002; Geiss-Friedlander and Melchior, 2007), and, in fact, major SUMOylation sites of budding yeast TopoII were identified based on this consensus sequence (Bachant et al., 2002). Hence, we sought to identify whether SUMOylation of Xenopus laevis TopoII α is dependent on Ubc9. Purified X. laevis

Figure 1. PIASy but not RanBP2 is required for SUMO2/3 conjugation of TopoII α in XEE. (a) XEE were immunodepleted using antibodies against RanBP2, PIASy, or RanBP2/PIASy. The depleted extracts were incubated with 10,000 sperm nuclei/µl for 1 h at 25°C. Non- or mock (IgG)-depleted extracts were also subjected to the same procedure. Isolated chromosomes from each reaction were analyzed by Western blotting (WB) for the indicated protein. Immunodepletion (ID) of RanBP2 had no effect on the SUMOylation of TopoII α, whereas PIASy ID eliminated TopoII α SUMOylation. The arrow and bracket indicate unmodified and SUMO2/3-modified TopoII α, respectively. Positions of molecular mass standards (kD) are indicated on the left. (b) The mitotic chromosomes were prepared as in Materials and methods and were analyzed by immunostaining with the indicated antibodies: TopoII α is shown in red, PIASy is shown in green, and SUMO2/3 is shown in blue in merged panel. TopoII α colocalized with PIASy and SUMO2/3 at the centromeres. The addition of dnUbc9 eliminated SUMO2/3 modification but did not alter the localization of TopoII α at the centromeres of mitotic chromosomes. Bars, 10 µm.
TopoIIα was incubated with various concentrations of Ubc9 and analyzed by Western blotting. Our results indicated that Ubc9 could promote SUMOylation of TopoIIα in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 2 a), and 300 nM Ubc9 was sufficient to promote SUMOylation of >50% of the TopoIIα. However, when the concentration of Ubc9 was close to the endogenous levels found in XEE, 30 nM, the efficiency of TopoIIα SUMOylation dropped to barely detectable levels (Fig. 2, a and b).

Next, to assess the contribution of PIASy to SUMOylation, TopoIIα was incubated with various concentrations of PIASy using a physiologically relevant concentration of Ubc9 (30 nM). Under such conditions, TopoIIα was efficiently SUMOylated in the presence of PIASy, and could be SUMOylated even when PIASy concentration was 10 nM, which is near the endogenous level in XEE (Fig. 2, c and d).

The observation that TopoIIα is specifically modified by SUMO2/3 in XEE led us to hypothesize that PIASy may select the SUMO parologue for the conjugation. To test this hypothesis, TopoIIα was incubated with either SUMO1 or SUMO2 in the presence of PIASy and physiological concentrations of Ubc9. This assay revealed that PIASy mediates modification of TopoIIα by SUMO2 but not by SUMO1 (Fig. 2 e), even though SUMO1 was highly active with RanGAP1 as the substrate (not depicted), as previously shown (Azuma et al., 2001). This indicates that PIASy plays a role in the selection of SUMO paralogues. We also confirmed that PIASy mediates modification of TopoIIα with SUMO3 in similar level as with SUMO2 (unpublished data). Together, we conclude that PIASy is an essential element for SUMO2/3 modification of TopoIIα under physiological conditions.

PIASy-mediated SUMOylation inhibits the decatenation activity of TopoIIα

Previous studies in HeLa cells have suggested that PIASy is required for regulation of cohesin-independent cohesion of centromeres (Diaz-Martinez et al., 2006). We speculated that PIASy might play a role in localizing TopoIIα to the centromere by regulating its SUMOylation; however, we found that inhibition of SUMOylation did not alter TopoIIα localization in XEE assays (Fig. 1 b). Therefore, we examined whether PIASy-dependent SUMOylation alters TopoIIα activity, which is required for proper chromosome segregation. To this end, TopoIIα was incubated in an in vitro SUMOylation reaction with either a processed form of SUMO2 (SUMO2-GG) or a truncated form of SUMO2 (SUMO2-G) that cannot be conjugated to substrates because of a lack of one C-terminal glycine. SUMOylated and non-SUMOylated TopoIIα were then analyzed for decatenation activity using kinetoplast DNA (kDNA) as a substrate. Once decatenated by TopoIIα, the interlocking chain of circular kDNA releases to form minicircles. As shown in Fig. 3 a, TopoIIα was differentially SUMOylated in 60 min in vitro using various concentrations of Ubc9 and PIASy in the presence of SUMO2-GG. A control reaction that contained Ubc9 and PIASy in the presence of SUMO2-G showed no SUMOylation. Western blot analysis revealed that the intensity of TopoIIα SUMOylation could be controlled by the in vitro reaction conditions and that >50% of the TopoIIα was modified under each condition. Subsequent assays indicated that the decatenation activity of TopoIIα is markedly inhibited by SUMO conjugation (Fig. 3, b and c). One interesting aspect of this analysis is that, despite subtle differences in TopoIIα SUMOylation among the series of reactions, the presence of the highest molecular weight band (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3 a) appeared to correlate with strong inhibition of TopoIIα decatenation activity. Together, our results indicate that PIASy-mediated SUMO modification of TopoIIα inhibits TopoIIα decatenation activity.

Lysine at 660 is one SUMOylation site of TopoIIα in XEE

To better understand the molecular basis of TopoIIα inhibition by SUMOylation, we sought to identify SUMOylation sites of TopoIIα. To this end, a SUMOylated form of endogenous TopoIIα was purified from mitotic chromosomes prepared in XEE (Fig. S2). Isolated bands were double-digested with trypsin and chymotrypsin followed by mass spectrometric analysis using the same method as used to identify the SUMOylation site of poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1), another mitotic chromosomal substrate (Ryu et al., 2010). Double digestion with trypsin and chymotrypsin generates a remnant of the SUMO sequence (QQQTGG, with a mass of 599.2663 D) on the lysine of a SUMO modified peptide. With ~50% sequence coverage, Lys660 (K*EWLTNFMQDR, where the asterisk refers to QQQTGG) was shown to have the SUMO signature in the digested pool of SUMO2/3-TopoIIα (Fig. S3). This result was unexpected given that (a) the sequences surrounding Lys660 do not match the canonical or noncanonical consensus sequences predicted using a SUMO prediction program (Xue et al., 2006), and (b) the genetically determined SUMOylation sites in budding yeast were all located in the C-terminal domain (Bachant et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2006), whereas Lys660 is located in the core active domain (DNA gate) of TopoIIα (Fig. 4 a; Berger et al., 1996; Schoeffler and Berger, 2005). Also, it was striking that the sequences including and surrounding Lys660 are highly conserved, from yeast to human (Fig. 4 a).

To confirm the mapping result, recombinant wild-type TopoIIα (WT) or TopoIIα with an arginine substitution for Lys660 (K660R) were prepared as described in Materials and methods, and the purity of these recombinant proteins was confirmed, as shown in Fig. S4. Add-back experiments of the recombinant proteins to TopoIIα-immunodepleted XEE indicated that the K660R mutant exhibited a slight reduction in higher shifted species of SUMOylated TopoIIα compared with that of WT. Although major SUMOylations still occurred (Fig. 4, b and c) using both an untagged (Fig. 4 b) and T7-tagged (Fig. 4 c) recombinant TopoIIα, K660R showed a reproducible deficiency in generating SUMOylation represented by higher shifted bands. In summary, Lys660 is a SUMOylation site of TopoIIα associated with mitotic chromosomes in XEE, and other SUMOylation sites remain to be identified.

Lack of TopoIIα SUMOylation at Lys660 abolishes SUMOylation-dependent inhibition of TopoIIα activity

Available x-ray crystal structure information for TopoIIα indicates that Lys660 faces DNA (Dong and Berger, 2007). Therefore, we predicted that alteration of Lys660 would affect TopoIIα activity. Indeed, when we compared the decatenation activity of
Figure 2. PIASy is required for the efficient SUMOylation of TopoII and for the selection of SUMO paralogues. (a) Ubc9 dosage-dependent SUMOylation. T7 tagged-TopoII was incubated in a reaction containing various concentrations of Ubc9 (0–300 nM) in the presence of SUMO2. The amount of SUMO2-conjugated TopoII was similar to that seen in XEE only when 300 nM Ubc9 was added. (b) Time course experiment with physiological (30 nM) and higher (300 nM) concentration of Ubc9. PIASy dosage-dependent SUMOylation. T7-TopoII was incubated as in panel a, except with various concentrations of PIASy (0–100 nM) and with the physiological concentration of Ubc9 (30 nM). PIASy efficiently facilitated SUMOylation of TopoII under conditions using 30 nM Ubc9, where SUMOylation had barely appeared in the absence of PIASy. SUMOylation was saturated using >60 nM PIASy. (d) Time course experiment of PIASy-dependent SUMOylation. The reactions were performed with physiological (10 nM) or higher (100 nM) concentrations of PIASy in the presence of 30 nM Ubc9. T7-TopoII was incubated with either SUMO1 (s1) or SUMO2 (s2) in the presence of PIASy as indicated. PIASy showed a preference for SUMO2 over SUMO1. Positions of molecular mass standards (kD) are indicated on the sides of the gel blots.
For SUMOylation reactions (Fig. 5, c and e), we used 60/30 nM of Ubc9/PIASy to better observe the inhibition of TopoII WT decatenation activity by SUMOylation and the potential alteration in the SUMOylation-dependent regulation of TopoII activity for the K660R mutant. Consistent with our earlier results, the decatenation activity of TopoII WT was efficiently inhibited by SUMO modification (Fig. 5, d and g). However, it was striking that the decatenation activity of TopoII K660R was no longer inhibited by SUMO modification (Fig. 5, f and h), despite the fact that both TopoII WT (Fig. 5 c) and K660R mutant (Fig. 5 e) were robustly modified by SUMO2. Similar results were obtained using different

recombinant, unSUMOylated WT and K660R TopoIIa. K660R was ~20 times less active than WT (Fig. 5 a). Yet, gel mobility shift assays showed that both WT and K660R bind to DNA with similar affinity (Fig. 5 b), which suggests that lower decatenation activity of K660R is not simply caused by the deficiency of DNA binding. Given that the relatively minor alteration, substituting Lys660 with arginine, reduces TopoIIa decatenation activity, we speculated that SUMO conjugation of Lys660 might have a significant impact on the activity of TopoIIa.

To test this, TopoIIa WT and K660R were applied to the in vitro SUMOylation–decatenation coupled assay. For SUMOylation reactions (Fig. 5, c and e), we used 60/30 nM of Ubc9/PIASy to better observe the inhibition of TopoII WT decatenation activity by SUMOylation and the potential alteration in the SUMOylation-dependent regulation of TopoII activity for the K660R mutant. Consistent with our earlier results, the decatenation activity of TopoIIa WT was efficiently inhibited by SUMO modification (Fig. 5, d and g). However, it was striking that the decatenation activity of TopoIIa K660R was no longer inhibited by SUMO modification (Fig. 5, f and h), despite the fact that both TopoIIa WT (Fig. 5 c) and K660R mutant (Fig. 5 e) were robustly modified by SUMO2. Similar results were obtained using different
We speculated that this limited accessibility might correlate with our inability to see a dramatic difference in the in vitro SUMOylation profile of WT and K660R TopoIIα, even though we observed subtle but reproducible reduction of K660R TopoIIα SUMOylation in XEE assays (Fig. 4, b and c). We suspected that when TopoIIα binds to DNA, it changes conformation, making it susceptible to SUMOylation of Lys660 in the XEE assay. To examine this hypothesis, we performed in vitro SUMOylation assays with WT TopoIIα in the presence or absence of DNA. As shown

**SUMOylation of TopoIIα Lys660 is regulated by DNA**

Based on x-ray crystallographic structure analysis, TopoIIα Lys660 lies near the DNA backbone and appears not easily accessible for SUMOylation (Dong and Berger, 2007).

Figure 4. **TopoIIα K660R, a candidate SUMOylation mutant, shows incomplete SUMOylation in XEE.** (a) Schematic diagram of *S. cerevisiae* TopoIIα primary structure. Domains are denoted by color. This panel was modified from Schoeffler and Berger (2008), with permission from Cambridge University Press. TOPRIM, Topoisomerase-primase fold domain; WHD, Winged-helix domain; Tower, adjacent domain to WHD. The black bar indicates the catalytic tyrosine (Y782) for DNA cleavage in the WHD domain. Lys660 in *X. laevis* TopoIIα was designated as a potential SUMOylation site by mass spectrometric analysis. The approximate position of the candidate lysine is shown by a green star in the DNA gate domain of TopoIIα. The sequences near TopoIIα Lys660 from *X. laevis* (xl), *Homo sapiens* (hs), and *S. cerevisiae* (sc) are conserved (indicated with bold and underlined text). (b) XEE were immunodepleted using nonspecific IgG (Cont.) or an anti-TopoIIα antibody (−Topo). Efficiency of TopoIIα depletion was confirmed by comparison of mock-depleted (Cont.) to TopoIIα-depleted (−Topo) CSF extracts (left two lanes, labeled CSF extracts). WT nontagged TopoIIα (WT) or mutant TopoIIα, with substitution of arginine for Lys660 (K660R), was added to the TopoIIα-depleted extracts (−Topo). After 1 h incubation at 25°C, mitotic chromosomes were isolated and analyzed by anti-TopoIIα Western blotting. Analyzed chromosome samples were from mock-depleted (Cont.), TopoIIα-depleted (−Topo), and recombinant TopoIIα added-back extracts (−Topo+WT or −Topo+K660R). (c) Same examination as in b except that the recombinant TopoIIα proteins had a T7 tag at the N terminus. Both nontagged and T7-tagged K660R mutant showed subtle but reproducible reduction in higher shifted bands (indicated by brackets) of SUMOylation compared with WT. Positions of molecular mass standards (kD) are indicated on the sides of the gel blots.

tagged TopoIIα WT and K660R for the analysis (Fig. S5). These results suggest that PIASy-mediated SUMOylation on Lys660 has a crucial role in the regulation of TopoIIα activity.
significant difference in the SUMOylation profile between WT and K660R in the absence of DNA (Fig. 6 b). Considering the comparable DNA binding affinity of both proteins (Fig. 5 b), it is therefore reasonable to conclude that the alteration of TopoIIα conformation by DNA binding (Berger et al., 1996; Roca et al., 1996; Dong and Berger, 2007) increases the efficiency of TopoIIα SUMOylation.

Together, our results suggest that there are SUMOylation sites of TopoIIα whose availability for SUMOylation depends on the conformational change of TopoIIα resulting from DNA binding, and that the SUMOylation of Lys660, which plays a key role in SUMOylation-dependent TopoIIα inhibition, is one of those sites.

Discussion

Our central achievement here is the finding of SUMOylation-dependent regulation of TopoIIα activity. We previously found that SUMOylation of TopoIIα did not significantly alter its
enzymatic activity when using TopoIIα-containing fractions from XEE (Azuma et al., 2003). However, we anticipated a potential role for SUMOylation in the regulation of TopoIIα activity based on the difficulty separating SUMOylated TopoIIα associated with centromeres from unSUMOylated TopoIIα associated with other chromosome regions. The in vitro SUMOylation assay established for the current study allowed us to overcome the time and space obstacles of SUMOylation of TopoIIα, and thus to reexamine the possible role of SUMOylation in regulating TopoIIα activity during mitosis. Our assay clearly reveals that SUMOylation significantly inhibits the decatenation activity of TopoIIα and that this inhibition is correlated with the TopoIIα SUMOylation profile. In other words, the existence of the highest shifted species of SUMOylated TopoIIα, which appear when relatively high concentration of enzymes (Fig. 3 a) or DNA are added to the reactions (Fig. 6 a), correlates with strong inhibition of TopoIIα activity.

The identification of Lys660 as a SUMOylation site further supports the premise that TopoIIα activity is SUMOylation dependent. Lys660 is located within the DNA gate, which plays a key role in manipulation of double helical DNA strands (Dong and Berger, 2007; Schoeffler and Berger, 2008). Considering the importance of this region for TopoIIα function, it was predictable that even slight alteration of Lys660 would impact the activity of TopoIIα. Supporting this idea, replacement of Lys660 with arginine resulted in a substantial reduction of the TopoIIα decatenation activity (Fig. 5 a), although no loss of DNA binding is observed (Fig. 5 b). Notably, the abolition of SUMO modification at Lys660 eliminated the SUMOylation-dependent inhibition of TopoIIα decatenation activity. The interpretation of this result is obviously limited by the lower catalytic activity of the Lys660 mutant, which might render partial inhibition caused by SUMOylation of other sites of TopoIIα imperceptible. Therefore, detailed kinetic analyses of TopoIIα reactions, combined with analysis of other currently unidentified SUMOylation sites, will be necessary to clarify the function of each TopoIIα SUMOylation site.

We further observed that Lys660 SUMOylation is enhanced in the presence of DNA, and this is likely caused by exposure of the Lys660 site during the catalytic action of TopoIIα (Fig. 6 b). The hypothesis that an active TopoIIα conformation makes Lys660 more susceptible to SUMOylation is supported by an earlier finding that etoposide (or VP16) treatment of human cells induces hyper SUMOylation of TopoIIα at the centromere (Agostinho et al., 2008). Etoposide immobilizes TopoIIα in an intermediate structure with cleaved DNA (Baldwin and Osheroff, 2005), thus potentially exposing a SUMOylation site, and that this inhibition is correlated with the TopoIIα SUMOylation profile. In other words, the existence of the highest shifted species of SUMOylated TopoIIα, which appear when relatively high concentration of enzymes (Fig. 3 a) or DNA are added to the reactions (Fig. 6 a), correlates with strong inhibition of TopoIIα activity.

The internal repeat (IR) domain of RanBP2 possesses SUMO E3 ligase activity in vitro, and studies in RanBP2-deficient MEFs have implicated RanBP2 in SUMO1 conjugation of TopoIIα (Dawlaty et al., 2008). We found that the IR domain of RanBP2 could enhance TopoIIα SUMOylation in vitro (unpublished data), but parologue specificity and SUMOylation site selection under these conditions were different from TopoIIα SUMOylation in XEEs. There are several other findings that argue against a role of RanBP2 as the primary E3 enzyme for TopoIIα in mitosis: First, the addition of Nocodazole, which disrupts the localization of RanBP2 from the centromere (Joseph et al., 2002), does not eliminate SUMOylation of TopoIIα (Azuma, 2009). Second, although Dawlaty et al. (2008) found that RanBP2 promotes SUMO1 conjugation of TopoIIα, TopoIIα is exclusively conjugated to SUMO2/3 in XEEs unless ectopic SUMO1 is supplied (Azuma et al., 2003). Finally, we observed that SUMO2/3 modification of TopoIIα on mitotic chromosomes was intact in RanBP2-immunodepleted XEEs unless PIASy was co-depleted (Fig. 1 a), which strongly suggests that RanBP2 is dispensable. Additionally, endogenous TopoIIα, PIASy, and SUMO2/3 colocalized at the centromeres of mitotic chromosomes (Fig. 1 b), which is consistent with the notion that PIASy is the E3 enzyme for TopoIIα SUMOylation at this site. In contrast, RanBP2 localizes to the outer kinetochore

**Figure 6.** DNA binding of TopoIIα increases susceptibility of SUMOylation at Lys660. (a) TopoIIα WT in vitro SUMOylation reactions were performed with or without DNA. The samples were analyzed with anti-T7 tag antibody Western blots. The presence of DNA in the SUMOylation reactions significantly stimulates TopoIIα WT SUMOylation. (b) TopoIIα WT and TopoIIα K660R were subjected to in vitro reactions under the same condition as in a except for using 5 ng/µl of DNA. PARP1, a mitotic chromosome SUMO2/3 substrate, was used as a control. A deficiency of TopoIIα K660R SUMOylation was observed in the presence of DNA compared with TopoIIα WT. Positions of molecular mass standards (KD) are indicated on the left.
Future studies using somatic cells to observe consequential long-standing question of how the catalytic activity of TopoII mediated by PIASy-mediated SUMOylation allows us to answer a performed to directly test this hypothesis.

sis using specific deSUMOylation enzymes of TopoII performed to directly test this hypothesis.

When the centromeres of sister chromatids are distal enough, deSUMOylation of TopoII allows the preferential decatenation of the last tangled sister chromatids before anaphase. As such, we further propose the model that has completed the decatenation of DNA. Without SUMOylation, overly active TopoII could recatenate DNA at the centromere. (b) Regulation of the timing of decatenation. TopoII SUMOylation keeps centromeric TopoII temporally inert until anaphase, when decatenation of centromeric DNA must take place. Without proper deSUMOylation of TopoII, decatenation of centromeric DNA will be compromised.

Materials and methods

DNA subcloning, site-directed mutagenesis, recombinant protein expression and purification, and antibodies

The CDNA of TopoII was cloned from X. laevis tadpole CDNA (provided by T. Amano and Y.B. Shi, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, Bethesda, MD) using PCR amplification. The X. laevis TopoII coding sequence was subcloned into a pPIC 3.5 Kb vector in which either calmodulin-binding protein (CBP)-ZZ, CBP-T7, or 17-ZZ tag sequences were inserted [the CBP and ZZ TAP tag plasmids were provided by H. Yoon and K. Gould, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN]. The lysine-to-arginine substitution of TopoII was generated by site-directed mutagenesis using a QuikChange kit (Agilent) according to manufacturer’s instructions. All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing.

For preparation of recombinant TopoII proteins, the plasmids were transformed into the GS115 strain of Pichia pastoris yeast and expressed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen). Protein purification with the CBP and ZZ tags was performed using a modified TAP protocol (EMBL Heidelberg). In brief, yeast cells expressing TopoII were frozen and ground with dry ice in a coffee mill, then mixed with lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and 10 mM PMSF). Samples were then centrifuged at 25,000 g for 40 min. To capture the CBP-tagged TopoII, the supernatant was mixed with calmodulin-Sepharose resin (GE Healthcare) for 90 min at 4°C. The resin was then washed with lysis buffer, and TopoII was eluted with buffer containing 10 mM EGTA. For ZZ-tagged TopoII, proteins were captured on IgG-Sepharose (GE Healthcare), and elution was performed by cleaving with PreScission Protease (GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The elution was further purified by Mono Q anion-exchange chromatography (GE Healthcare). The E1 complex (Aox1/UbA2 heterodimer; expression plasmids were provided by F. Melchior, Zentrum für Molekulare Biologie der Universität Heidelberg/Heidelberg University), PIASy, Ubc9, dnUbc9, and SUMO paralogues were expressed in BL21(DE3) or Rosetta(DE3) bacteria and purified as described previously.

Anti-TopoII/β monoclonal antibody was obtained from the Marine Biological Laboratory. Anti-SUMO2/3 polyclonal antibody was generated in guinea pigs (Azuma et al., 2003), and the polyclonal antibody against TopoII, C terminus (aa 1358–1579), was prepared in rabbits by injection with a recombinant His-T7 fused fragment, and was then affinity purified (Azuma et al., 2005). The anti-PIASy antibody used in this study has been described previously (Azuma et al., 2005).
Sperm nuclei and low-speed extracts of X. laevis eggs arrested in metaphase by cytosatic factor (CSF) were prepared according to standard protocols (Kornbluth et al., 2001; Azuma, 2009). Immunodepletion was performed as described previously together with protein A–conjugated magnetic beads (Dynal; Arnaoutov and Dasso, 2003). For add-back experiments, the purified recombinant TopoIIα proteins were added to the immunodepleted extracts at a final concentration of~300 nM, which is comparable to the concentration of endogenous TopoIIα measured by quantitative Western blotting. Chromosome isolation and analysis of SUMOylation were performed as described previously (Azuma, 2009). In brief, mitotic chromosomes were prepared by incubating sperm nuclei with CSF-XEE at the final concentration of~5,000 sperm nuclei/µl at room temperature. After observation of assembly of mitotic chromosome, which takes an~45–60 min incubation, chromatid fractions were isolated from XEE by centrifugation through a 40% glycerol cushion at 10,000 for 5 min at 4°C. The precipitated chromosomes were boiled in SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and the extracted proteins were resolved in 8–16% gradient SDS-PAGE gel followed by Western blotting analysis with the indicated antibodies.

**Immunofluorescence**

The mitotic chromosomes for immunofluorescence analysis were prepared as described previously (Arnaoutov and Dasso, 2003). In brief, CSF extracts were driven into interphase by 0.6 mM CaCl₂, 500 spermemia/µl was incubated with the interphase extract for~60 min at 23°C to allow for complete DNA replication. Then, a volume of fresh CSF extract equal to half of the original volume was added to induce mitosis. For inhibition of mitotic SUMOylation, dnUbc9 was added just before induction of mitosis, at a final concentration of 150 nM/µl. After a 30-min incubation, the reactions were diluted threefold and fixed with PFA at a final concentration of 2%. The samples were spun onto coverslips through a 35% glycerol cushion, postfixed in 1.6% PFA, and analyzed by immunostaining using antibodies against TopoIIα (either mouse monoclonal or rabbit polyclonal), SUMO2/3 (guinea pig polyclonal), PIASy (rabbit polyclonal), and Aurora B (rabbit polyclonal; A. Arnaoutov and M. Dasso, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development/National Institutes of Health). Anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 568, anti-guinea pig Alexa Fluor 647, and anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 were used as secondary antibodies. DNA was stained by Hoechst 33342 (EMD) and samples were mounted in Vectashield medium (Vector Laboratories). Specimens were observed using Volocity Imaging Software (PerkinElmer) on a microscope (TE2000-U, Nikon) with a Plan-Apochromat 100×/1.40 NA objective lens, and images were taken with a Retiga SRV charge-coupled device camera (Qimaging) at room temperature. Photoshop and Illustrator software (Adobe) were used for processing the obtained images to intensities and sizes according to ICB policy.
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